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Fez is lesser-known than its famous sibling Marrakech - tourists are a minority
Get lost and shop in the medina with its amazing array of leather, rugs and
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Lesser-known than its famous sibling Marrakech, Fez is home to the world's
largest car-free urban area and the mother of all medinas with few trapping of
the modern world except electricity.
Prepare to get lost in its 9,500 tiny streets, but make sure you take it all in —
from bin men guiding donkeys laden with rubbish to elderly men holding hands in
woollen robes as they respond to the call to prayer.
T ourists are still a minority in this medieval city — yet it's just a three-hour flight
from the UK.

Roadblocked by men
with machetes and
home-schooling kids:
Extraordinary vanlife
stories revealed in new
book (and the pictures
help to explain why it's a
popular way of life)
Brits rate holiday spots
around the world for
value, with Spain,
Greece and Bulgaria
coming top and Dubai at
the bottom of the
ranking
Britain's best and worst
seaside destinations
named, with Bamburgh
in Northumberland
taking the crown and
Clacton-on-Sea and
Bognor Regis coming
bottom of the ranking
Your place or
mine? Forget the hotel why swapping homes is
the perfect way to
expand your horizons
AND holiday for free in
exotic locations
Sharks, space shows...
and stripping off! Yes,
these really are some of
the bonkers themed
cruises on offer
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cruises on offer
.

Medieval: Lesser-known t han it s f amous sibling Marrakech, Fez is home t o t he world's
largest car-f ree urban area and t he mot her of all medinas

Getting tourist visas for
Australia and finding an
affordable hotel in
Basel, Switzerland: The
Holiday Guru gives some
top travel advice

Where to stay
Dar Roumana
High ceilings, mosaic tiled floors, four-poster beds, stained glass windows and
berber rugs are on offer at this boutique hotel. You'll find homemade shampoo,
conditioner and body lotion in the pretty ensuite bathrooms and will quickly
become part of the family (the hotel even has its own resident tortoise called
Eddy). For a private balcony with impressive views over the medina, go for the
Yasima room. Doubles from £75 (darroumana.com).
SHARE THIS
ARTICLE

My very own Love
Island! It may be home
to the reality show and
raucous Magaluf, but
there's a different side to
Majorca - and it's an
absolute joy

RELATED ARTICLES
Waltz ing around the
Med! Sequins ,
mas terclas s es and
a...
Holidaymakers could
face a two-year jail
s entence or
£80,000...

Britain's bes t and
wors t s eas ide
des tinations named,
with...
Brits rate holiday
s pots around the
world for value, with...

Riad Laaroussa
T he peace of this central 17th-century former palace is in complete contrast to
the mayhem of the medina outside its lofty walls. Colour-themed stately rooms
surround an impressive three-storey courtyard filled with blossoming orange
trees. T he riad offers one of the city's best hammams (Moroccan bathing ritual)
and has a chic outdoor pool, rooftop restaurant and open fireplaces if the
temperature dips. Doubles from £97 (riad-laaroussa.com).
Dar Seffarine
One of the first boutique hotels to open in the medina, the rooms of this
restored 15th-century former home feature mosaic floors, cedar wood ceilings
and original features. Owners Adil and Kate are on hand to offer tips, and
communal dining ensures guests quickly get to know one another. Doubles from
£66 (darseffarine.com).

What to see and do

Waltzing around the
Med! Sequins,
masterclasses and a
glitterball trophy Amanda Platell joins a
Strictly cruise and is
swept off her (aching)
feet
What's what at Angkor
Wat: It's one of the most
prized (and crowded)
sites so you need to plan
with precision - follow
our guide and you won't
go wrong...
'Testicle soup was
absolutely delicious'...
TV presenter Kate
Humble recalls her
travel adventures

Britain at its best: This
city has the Exe Factor,
with a bizarre
underground complex,
stunning cathedral and
Roman remains

ADVERT ISEMENT

An Inspector
Calls... The Langley
outside Slough has £400
rooms that are topnotch in a characterless
sort of way - and fake
books in the bar
Fez for under £100 per
night! How to visit the
medieval Moroccan city
on the cheap

Get lost and shop in the medina.
Start at the Blue Gate that marks the
entrance to the 9th-century
labyrinthine medina and make your way
down the hill which leads to the
Chouara T annery.
Go off track and explore the tiny
streets bursting with an amazing array
of leather, rugs and aromatic food

The perfect holiday
combination! Inside
stunning Tuscany villa
where you can learn the
art of wine tasting,
practice yoga AND eat
food cooked by world's
best chefs
An Olympic-size pool
and 50ft steel oryx
statues: Inside the Doha
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statues: Inside the Doha
hotel that makes a BIG
impression (and highflyers can reach it in the
world's best business
class cabin)

stalls that branch off the main road. Of
course buy a rug, but avoid the
famous, but overpriced, Coin Berbere.
Instead, head to the no-pressure
Rainbow Street Art Fez selling rugs,
local art and leather goods. T he alley
itself, with wildly painted floors and
walls, is truly a work of art.

T he st reet s of Fez are burst ing wit h an
amazing array of leat her, rugs and
aromat ic f ood st alls

Tour the Chouara Tanneries
T here are three leather tanneries in and around Fez but the largest and bestknown is the 11th-century Chouara T annery at the foot of the medina.
Follow your nose and watch workers drying out saffron-dyed leather and using
their body weight to mix the brightly coloured liquid around the tannery pits in
the searing heat.

Holidaymakers could
face a two-year jail
sentence or £80,000 fine
if they cause drunken
chaos on flights

Fairways to heaven! A
golf tour in Northern
Ireland is a chance to
see the country in all its
glory

The Greek island where
your future is on the
cards... Sun, sea and
lessons in astrology

Make sure you pick up some free sprigs of mint to hold under your nostrils as
you walk out onto one of the many terraces to view the pungent pits below.
T he world-class leather shops that surround the tannery form a cooperative
with those workers below.

Putting Etihad's
business class to the test
on a two-leg Sydney to
London flight on a
Boeing 777 and an A380
- and discovering that
the Airbus is a BIG
improvement
World's first 360-degree
infinity pool set to be
built on top of a 700fttall London skyscraper and the way you get in is
VERY James Bond

Is this the ultimate
'dark tourism' trip?
Adventure firm to offer
kayaking expedition to
the infamous Bikini
Atoll nuclear testing
ground in the Pacific
Ocean
ADVERT ISEMENT

No self-assembly
required! Inside
Sweden's IKEA Hotel,
which is surprisingly
DIY-free - but does
contain furniture you
might find a little
familiar...

A map showing t he t ourist hot spot s, including t he median and T he Ruined Garden

Sunset at Riad Fes

Airlines scramble to
overcome polluter
stigma as Swedish-born
'flight shame' movement
grows

Watch the sky turn pink over the medina and on to the Atlas Mountains with a
cocktail or surprisingly tasty Moroccan wine on Riad Fes's famous roof terrace.
T hough rooms are on the pricey side, drinks aren't and the barmen will ensure
you get involved in the festivities as local musicians strum their guitars and sing
in Arabic (riadfes.com).

Qantas reveals the
huge amount of rubbish
it saved on the world's
first 'zero-waste' flight

Have
a hammam
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Have a hammam
A trip to Morocco is not complete without a traditional hammam. T he bathing
ritual at Yuba Cyn Spa involves being scrubbed and then washed with black soap
made from olive oil before settling down for a massage with argan oil. From £32
(yubacynspa.com).

The best 100
restaurants in the world
named, with a grand
Swiss eatery ranked top,
two U.S hotspots in
second and third and
Heston Blumenthal's Fat
Duck flying the flag for
the UK at No11

Sip sugary mint tea
After admiring the ornate Blue Gate's architecture — named after its blue Fassi
tiles — have a seat in one of the cafes or restaurants set up inside the gate and
order a cup of impossibly sweet mint tea.
Nagham Cafe is right across from the Blue Gate and also serves delicious local

Airline pilots 'should
be allowed to nap at the
controls mid-flight so
they don't become
exhausted', say aviation
experts (but would YOU
get on a flight where that
was allowed?)

dishes.
Brains, dolphins and
Homer Simpson: The
world's wackiest public
telephone booth designs
revealed

Where to eat
The Ruined Garden
Situated in a former rubbish tip with no
roof, T he Ruined Garden serves some
of the best food in the city.
Dreadlocked waiters bring pots of
spices and crushed green chilli to go
with crusty bread and olive oil. T he
garden is mainly shaded by large
foliage. T apas include eggplant
roasted in tomato and garlic and
spiced chickpeas from £1.60
(ruinedgarden.com).

SeaWorld reveals it's
opening a sixth roller
coaster at its Florida
park and says riders will
experience 'predatory
heights' and 'plunging
thrills'
Emirates to launch the
world's shortest A380
flight - which lasts just
75 MINUTES and covers
a distance of only 211
miles

The quirky home
adorned with more than
1,000 SHELLS a doting
husband collected for
his wife - and now the
abode is a museum
exhibit

Dar Roumana
Start with a drink on the roof terrace
with views of the medina before dining
in the hotel's restaurant decorated
with colourful mosaic tiling and carved
cedar wood. T he menu offers mains
such as smoked octopus on paprika
avocado, lamp kefta and broad bean
and artichoke salad (from £5.50). Staff
can collect you from your riad
(darroumana.com).

Tourist becomes the
first person in Majorca
to be fined for buying
goods from an illegal
street vendor

T radit ional: Sip sugary mint t ea

Cafe Clock
Lanterns hang from the ceiling of this quirky restaurant set on a series of
shaded terraces. Walls are decorated with Arabic scripture and hipster paintings.
T ry the delicious Fez platter of roasted egg plant, olives, spiced beetroot, green
beans and dates (£4.90, enough for two) — and the famous camel burger
(£7.70)(cafeclock.com).
Dar Hatim

ADVERT ISEMENT

British tourist sparks
health alert in Mexico
after coming down with
measles... forcing medics
to monitor daily 369
people she has met there

Britain's best pubs for
2019 are named by
prestigious travel guide and a cosy 15th-century
Worcestershire inn is the
overall winner

T his authentic, welcoming restaurant with ornate painted ceiling is set in the
ground floor of the Bouaa family home. It serves several three-course set menus
(from £18) including juicy lamb tagine, chicken pastilla and seasonal salads. 19,
Derb Ezaouia Fandak.

From glaciers in Alaska
to the majesty of Mount
Rushmore: TripAdvisor
names the most-booked
tourist experience in
each
U.S
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each U.S state

How to get there
New York's finest! A Big
Apple insider's guide to
everything from burgers
to brasseries, coffee to
cocktails and even
curries

Air Arabia flies Gatwick to Fez return from £176 (airarabia.com).
Read mo re:
T he Ruined Gard en Fez Med ina
caf eclo ck.co m
d arro umana.co m
Air Arab ia
Dar S ef f arine - Ho me
- Riad Laaro us s a - Ho t el & S p a - Fez - Mo ro cco
Riad Fès Ho t el, Fès 5 S t ar Ho t el | Bes t Luxury Ho t el In Fès | Riad Fès Ho t el
Accueil - Yub a-Cyn.S PA

Lisbon? The only way is
up... How to spend 48
hours in Portugal's
thriving capital

Share or comment on this article: How to visit Fez for under £100 per night
Add comment

Stopovers so fab you
won't want to leave: Five
FREE ways to make the
hours fly by from
exercise bikes to craft
beer and city tours

Great British Boltholes:
Why The Sun Inn is the
shining star of Constable
country
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Newest

Oldest

Best rated

Worst rated

The co mments belo w have no t been mo derated.
The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views of
MailOnline.

Add your comment

Find beach breaks too
boring? The ex-SAS
soldiers who offer
extreme Who Dares
Wins-style trips for
holidaymakers who
want to test their mettle

Ent er your comment

Po st co mment to yo ur Facebo o k Timeline What's This?
By post ing your comment you agree t o our house rules.

The English Riviera?
It's all the rage again
now the Fawlty Towers
image has been
banished for good

Clear

Submit Comment

Places where you can
REALLY get away from it
all! The ultimate private
island hotels, from
Australia to England via
the Maldives

MORE TOP STORIES
Access all
ages! Festivals are now
geared to all the family so here's our guide to the
multi-generational
extravaganzas this
summer
How to save a
FORTUNE with a
stopover: Buying an
indirect flight can mean
paying hundreds less and it can even be an
enjoyable experience...
My novel take on
Athens! Best-selling
author Victoria Hislop
reveals where to find the
real heart and soul of
the Greek capital - the
inspiration for her latest
book
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Venice for under £100
a night! How to visit the
floating city on the
cheap

Billionaire Beach here
I come! Malibu is the
celeb capital of
California - but don't let
that stop you, it's just a
case of knowing where
to go...
ADVERT ISEMENT

How to fly to America
on a Dreamliner and the
best voyages for firsttime cruisers: The
Holiday Guru serves up
some top traveller tips

Britain at its best: The
Surrey Hills are pitch
perfect and helped
inspire Peter Pan
author J.M. Barrie

An Inspector
Calls... Sopwell House in
Hertfordshire was once
an Admiral's country
retreat but today's PVC
windows and dry seabass
trigger a sinking feeling
Grandparents travel
12,000 miles across 16
countries from Britain to
the Great Wall of China
- on their BIKES

Beautiful for shore!
The 61 best beaches in
Scotland for 2019
revealed in annual
awards

The heart-melting
moment a lioness at a
wildlife park shows her
eight-day-old cub to the
world for the first time

'Tourists go away':
Graffiti appears in the
Spanish city of Granada
telling visitors that
they're not wanted

A mother grizzly with
her cub and some
incredible close-ups:
More jaw-dropping shots
pour in for prestigious
annual photography
competition
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'Only visitors in Los
Angeles care about that
sign in the hills': People
reveal the things 'only
tourists do' in their cities

Sailing into the skies!
Stunning renderings
reveal Lufthansa's VIP
aircraft concept, with
the cabin looking like
the deck of a luxury
YACHT
ADVERT ISEMENT

As crowds cause the
Louvre to close and
there are fatal traffic
jams on Everest... Four
ways to be a good
traveller in the age of
overtourism revealed
Airports are
introducing
antimicrobial trays at
security checkpoints in a
bid to stop the spread of
disease

Piping hot properties!
The best places for
Jamaica's reggae and
roadside jerk pork
revealed

Couple who have
visited 155 countries
between them are
continuing their epic
adventure with their
toddler Atlas and dog
'Gogi' in an old bus they
converted into a mobile
home for £20k
Meet the inhabitants of
Batuu! Disneyland's
FINISHED $1billion
Star Wars Galaxy's Edge
attraction is pictured for
the first time

Can Air New Zealand
make a 24-hour flight
bearable? Flying
premium economy from
London to Auckland via
LA - and giving the basic
cabin a try on the way
back and missing the
swanky seats A LOT
Etiquette expert
William Hanson finds a
hotel in New York so
refined and English that
it does afternoon tea
'EVEN BETTER than
most London
institutions...'
From fruit flies by the
pizza oven to out-ofdate food: The dirtiest
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cruise ships revealed
(and the ones that
gained a perfect score
from inspectors)
From a gorilla
embracing its caretaker
to a huge bear hunting
for salmon: The
stunning winners of a
natural world
photography contest
revealed
'More than one person
s*** their pants waiting
for the washroom':
Passengers reveal the
worst flights that they
have ever had to endure

ADVERT ISEMENT

Tiny kiosk on a seaside
pier in Wales has been
named as one of
Britain's best traditional
restaurants

Louvre employees mull
over closing the museum
again after complaining
they are being harassed
by tourists waiting to see
the Mona Lisa

Soho takes on Spain: A
new beach house
offering indulgence and
healthy living in equal
measures

Awesome Australia!
Stunning photographs
capture a country with
some of the most
extraordinary
landscapes on earth

Benidorm to BAN
boozy Brits as it 'hands
out a blacklist of unruly
holidaymakers to bars
and hotels'

HAILSTONES shatter
an Airbus A380's
windscreen at 37,000ft,
forcing the pilot to issue
a mayday call

The romance of
Romania! From ancient
turrets in Transylvania
to grand buildings in
Bucharest, stunning
drone shots reveal the
country's epic scenery
My mile high mayhem!
A young flight attendant
in the Eighties reveals
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how she saw it all - so
fasten your seatbelts for
a rollicking ride...

Lose yourself in the
Great British Galapagos:
Remote St Helena is a
unique natural wonder
crammed with
fascinating wildlife and a new airport is
transforming it into a
winter sun hotspot
All the fun of the fair
in a peak location: How
a road trip across
Europe with kids can be
stress-free... when you let
them run away to the
circus
ADVERT ISEMENT

Hotel breaks that will
really float your boat,
from five-star luxury in
Greece to a gem with
lake views in
Switzerland

Great British Boltholes:
Shepherd's Cottage on
remote Eilean Shona is
the ultimate off-grid
hideaway

Exclusive for MoS
readers: Berlin, Colditz
and Dam Busters tour
with TV's James Holland
- join our fascinating
trip to Germany with the
acclaimed WW2
historian
We're mad for the
Maldives: Glorious
beaches, superb diving,
all-year sunshine... but
which resort (and price)
is right for you?

D-day landings for all
ages: There is no greater
way to honour the fallen
and inspire children
than to visit the beaches
where our heroes landed
75 years ago
Bagging a bargain with
Thomas Cook and
finding an authentic
rental in Scotland: The
Holiday Guru serves up
some top travel tips

Which? accuses hotel
booking sites of
continuing to skew
search results, claim
false discounts and use
pressure tactics - despite
a major crackdown
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Budapest for under
£100 a night! How to see
the vibrant Hungarian
capital on a budget

Britain at its best: Be
king of the castle at this
quirky holiday home on
the Pembrokeshire coast

An Inspector Calls...
London's Four Seasons
Ten Trinity Square is a
stupendous building and has beds you can
buy for £2,600

ADVERT ISEMENT

Just the ticket! From a
spirited ride around the
Beatles' hometown to a
trip to Shakespeare's
birthplace, Britain's best
double-decker bus tours
revealed
Hawaii's Kailua Beach
Park is named the best
in the U.S. for 2019 by
'Dr. Beach' thanks to its
soft sand, clear water
and calm vibe

Shots of vodka, live
opera at dinner and very
unusual décor! What
sort of Airbnb you get in
Armenia for £20

Discover SECRET
London: From tours with
gangsters and ex-MI6
officers to pennyfarthing lessons and tea
on a double-decker, the
experiences in the
capital even locals didn't
know about
Un great railway
journey of the world!
Now you can book a
train ticket for WIGAN to
NORTH KOREA (for
£3,195, but it does
include hotel stays along
the way... and a packed
lunch)
Astonishing point-ofview footage shows what
it's like to plummet 135ft
down North America's
TALLEST water slide

Liquor the look of this?
Stay in a giant barrel at
a hotel located within a
tequila distillery - and
ride in a bottle-shaped
bus!
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bus!

Now THAT'S a cut
above the rest: The
Dubai restaurant that
serves up gold-plated
STEAK costing £268

Revealed: Newly
formed couples should
wait SEVEN months
before taking a holiday
together - otherwise it's
likely to be a disaster

United Airlines
promises to re-book
passengers worried
about flying on a Boeing
737 Max for free once
the aircraft returns to
service
ADVERT ISEMENT

A bio-plastic
toothbrush and wax
paper earplugs: Finnair's
new 60s-style ecofriendly amenity kit for
business class
passengers 'unboxed'
This secret island in
Ibiza can be ALL
YOURS... for £192,760 a
week (but the hefty price
tag does include a
stunning nine-bedroom
villa with a cinema and
dance floor and 22
members of staff)
The world's first
'vertical theme park' is
set to open in China
with rides based on
movies including
Hunger Games and
Twilight packed into a
10-storey tower
Airlines under pressure
to scrap 'ludicrous and
unfair' charges of up to
£160 for changing the
name on tickets

Revealed: The High
Tatras in Slovakia, the
Shetland Islands and
Madrid are among
Lonely Planet's top 10
places to visit in Europe
in 2019
An 'under pool' bar, a
grand piano and a
cinema: Inside the
£8.4k-a-night luxury
Cape Town villa that
featured in the latest
Made In Chelsea episode
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LATEST TRAVEL NEWS

Tourists warned as Goa taxi protest turns violent
Parliament t o debat e cost of t erm-t ime
holidays
New Brazil yoga retreats for World Cup widows
Out er Hebrides boast s st unning airport
approach
Lewis Hamilton to star in Top Gear festival
Thailand set t o lose £1.6bn in t ourism revenue
14% of Brits abroad refuse to speak local dialect
Egypt bombing: New FCO advice t o UK
t ourist s
India to cut red tape and issue visas on arrival
Qat ar Airways' new all-business class f light s
Rise in British travellers visiting Germany
Brit s rat e cuisine as essent ial part of holiday
London to Glasgow train to host comedy gig
Brit ish sounds in £2.5m t ourism advert
Two-fifths of parents would risk term-time trip

ADVERTORIAL FEATURES
Villa Plus
WIN a 7 night holiday
t o a villa f or 4 people!
Ent er now >

Win A three-night trip
for two to sunny
Madeira with British
Airways
Ent er now >

Find the cheapest and
best value life insurance
This is Money has
t eamed up wit h
leading advisers
Cavendish Online t o
help you f ind t he
cheapest lif e insurance
Key Retirement
Boost your ret irement
f inances
Find out how >

Fidelity
How much do you need
t o save f or
ret irement ? Calculat e
now >

International Money
Transfer
Compare t he best
exchange rat es in
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exchange rat es in
t hree easy st eps >
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TRAVELMAIL PARTNERS
Free prepaid MasterCard for your Euros or Dollars
Save up to 85% on phone calls on holiday
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Villa Plus
WIN a 7 night holiday
t o a villa f or 4 people!
Ent er now >

Win A three-night trip
for two to sunny
Madeira with British
Airways
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Airways
Ent er now >

Find the cheapest and
best value life insurance
This is Money has
t eamed up wit h
leading advisers
Cavendish Online t o
help you f ind t he
cheapest lif e insurance
Key Retirement
Boost your ret irement
f inances
Find out how >

Fidelity
How much do you need
t o save f or
ret irement ? Calculat e
now >

International Money
Transfer
Compare t he best
exchange rat es in
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